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ministration under fire for handling of case
/,TheDailyEasternNews

's administration is
e from the Board of
for opening the BOG
us liabilities" after
mishandling a harassplaint filed against a
mber in the Lumpkin
f Business, The Daily
ews has learned.
e - originally involvted allegations between
cis-Laribee, a computerations management
r, and Efraim Turban,
'shed professor in the
College of Business secretly investigated by
since December, when
s also began deliberaan investigation into
wrongdoing under an
'ce president.
er, the two investigarelated only ~y timing.
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· gton attorney from the
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Char~j"e file.d'· against ~ Easte"r·n, BOG·.
By CAM SIMPSON ,
Senior reporter
Copyr!ght 1991, The Daily Eastern News

Eastern and the Board of Governors are the
focus of a complaint filed two weeks ago with the
Illinois Department of Human Rights by an
instructor in the Lumpkin College of Business, a
spokeswoman for the department said Tuesday.
Janet Francis-Laribee, an instructor in the computer operations and management department of
the Lumpkin College of Business, filed the
"employment-related" charge on Feb. 6, 1991
against Eastern and the BOG, said Raquel Guerra,
a spokeswoman in the Chicago office of the
Dunn law firm hired to probe the
matter for the BOG - is highly
critical of Eastern 's handling of
the dispute between FrancisLaribee and Turban. The dispute
originally began when FrancisLaribee filed a November 1989
affirmative action complaint
alleging that she was harassed by
Turban, according to BOG
sources who requesfed ·anonymity.

Illinois Department of Human Rights.
The BOG represents and governs Eastern,
Western Illinois University, Chicago State
University, Northeastern Illinois University and
Governors State University.
Guerra said only the first step of the department's processing has occurred, with Eastern and
the BOG being notified by the department of the
. charge.
The human rights complaint alleges that Eastern
and the BOG may have violated Francis-Laribee's
civil rights. The complaint apparently stems from a
settlement agreement reached between Eastern and
• Continued on page 2

The BOG oversees and governs Eastern, Western Illinois
University, Chicago State University, Northeastern Illinois
University and Governors State
University.
Dunn's report, portions of
which were obtained by The
News, is highly critical of
Eastern 's administration. The
report concludes that Eastern
President Stan Rives and other

Eastern administrators have
allegedly "exposed the Board
and EIU's administration to serious liabilities" by:
• Entering into an agreement
with Francis-Laribee and Turban
in the name of Eastern and the
BOG. That agreement, signed on
March 22, 1990, purports to settle Francis-Lari bee's and Turban's disputed claims, may have
bound the BOG's hands in the

Faculty Senate tabled a
or a vote of no confidence
nure of Eastern President
s and three other adminisTuesday 's meeting.
ther three administrators
the motion were: Verna
g, vice president for busi. s; Robert Kindrick, vice
for academic affairs; and
obeson, director of the
plant.
lty senate member Gary
, who made the motion,
ve reasons for proposing
ntation of the no-confite for Rives.
ons include:
extremely poor judgment
· g Verna Armstrong and
'onable hiring practices."
petence of leadership in
g the formulation and
ntation of the new intecore general education pro'ch has left the faculty and
sons in a state of confue also gave reasons for a

vote of no confidence for Kindrick,
stating:
• "(He) did not attend (Council
on Academic Affairs) meetings on
a regular basis."
• "(He) gave little guidance to
the CAA."
• "The faculty in general were
poorly informed.
In addition to Wallace's reasons
for the no-confidence vote, Wallace
alleges that Kindrick has failed in
his major duties as a vice president
for academic affairs.
"For poor judgment in hiring
practices and the inability to communicate with employees," was
cited by Wallace as the reasoning
behind the vote of no confidence
for Robeson.
Armstrong, Rives, Kindrick, and
Robeson were unavailable for comment.
Senate member Hal Nordin
expressed his concern about discussing a vote of no confidence.
"It's somewhat premature to discuss all of this without knowing
what the Stanczak report contains,
which we're hoping Rives will
• Continued on page 2

Kuwait City
and allies
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia
(AP) - Under American and allied
fire, Iraq's beaten army streamed
north Tuesday in a headlong flight
homeward, abandoning Kuwait
City to its day of liberation after a
long, dreadful, bloody night of
occupation and war.
The fight raged on. "We're
going to .. . attack and attack and

CARL WALK/Staff photo editor

Harsin' Around
Paul Phillips exercises his horse, Lady Flojo, while practicing Tuesday
for an upcoming harness race at the Coles County Fairgrounds.

pub·lican Guard readies for decisive battle
THE U.S. VII CORPS IN SAUDI
IA (AP) - Republican Guard units
orrned a defensive line west of Basra
at could be the decisive armor battle
n the allies and the top Iraqi force, U.S.
s said Tuesday.
VII Corps, the heavy armor of the U.S.
, has lined up facing the Iraqi Guard's
position west of the port city.

• Continued on page 2

Iraqis flee

-confidence vote
gets administrators
CAMPBELL

matter and may potentially violate both of their civil rights,
according to Dunn's report.
• Allowing unidentified Eastern
officials to allegedly violate the
agreement "in
numerous
respects."
• Allowing the alleged violations
of the agreement to go uncorrected even after the "violations
were known to some of the
adminsitration," the report says.
A statement issued by Rives
Tuesday said only that a faculty
member has filed a "harassment
complaint against another faculty
rriember. Both decided to settle
the matter informally. One of the
parties believes that the agreement has been violated and may
pursue litigation."
Rives would not comment
beyond his statement.
In addition, Francis-Laribee
filed a complaint two weeks ago
with the Illinois Department of
Human Rights alleging that
Eastern and the BOG have violated her civil rights, according
to a spokeswoman from the

Basra is in Iraq's narrow southeastern corner, north of Kuwait.
The U.S. officials said some Republican
Guard units have moved from big divisions
around the Iraq-Kuwait border and inside
Kuwait to form their defensive line.
Military officers said the Guard has three
choices: remain hunkered down and force the
coalition armor to dig them out, go on the

offensive in the rugged desert plain west of
Basra or make a run toward the city.
In Washington, a Pentagon source said hundreds of tanks and infantry from the VII
Corps, fighting in darkness and rain, attacked
and battered one Guard division Tuesday and
fought a second. The clashes took place west
of Kuwait and south of the Guards' Basra
defensive line.

attack," a U.S. general vowed as
Marines tangled with Iraqis fighting a rear-guard action at Kuwait
City airport, and as a vast U.S.British armored force collided
with Iraq's Republican Guard
somewhere to the northwest. ·
In one battle, tank crews of the
U.S. VII Corps battered a Guard
-division in the Iraqi desert west of
Kuwait, a senior Pentagon official
said. A news-pool report, meanwhile, said Republican Guard
units were setting up new defensive lines west of the southern
Iraqi city of Basra.
The campaign appeared to be
coming down to a deadly race
through the desert between Iraqi
troops retreating north toward
Iraq's heartland and the VII Corps
armor rumbling in from the west.

Administration
•From page I
department.
Dunn's report outlines the original allegations between FrancisLaribee and Turban. It also outlines
actions taken by Eastern administrators and points out where the
BOG may be liable.
According to BOG sources and
the rep<)rt, Francis-Laribee came to
Eastern from the United States
International University in San
Diego, Calif., after allegedly being
told by Turban in July 1989 that he
could help her get a position in the
Lumpkin College of Business.
Turban was a member of
Francis-Laribee's dissertation committee at USIU.
The report also alleges that
unnamed Eastern "administrators"
promised Francis-Laribee she
would get a raise in salary once she
received her doctorate degree.
'The hiring of (Francis-Laribee)
was irregular," Dunn's report says,
"and she was made promises by
administrators who had the apparent authority to bind EIU. Those
promises were not consistent with
settled process."
The report says that FrancisLaribee, at the time known as Janet
Francis, claims that Turban
harassed her several times after she
.
arrived at Eastern.
She filed a complaint with Judith
Anderson, then-director of East-

em's affirmative action office, in
November 1989. The complaint
alleges that she was harassed by
Turban and that the action also was
filed to "preclude" Turban's alleged
"undue influence" on her advancement at Eastern, according to the
report and BOG sources.
Turban adamantly denies that he
ever harassed Francis-Laribee in
any way. Said Turban: "Let me just
make one statement and let me
make it very clear and very loud: I
am a victim ..."
Francis-Laribee has declined
comment.
According to the BOG's report,
the settlement agreement of March
22, 1990 is executed by Rives "for
the Board of Governors of State
Colleges and Universities, acting
by and on behalf ofEIU."
According to a copy of the settlement agreement obtained by The
News and the Dunn report, the
March 1990 agreement purports to:
• Settle complaints and court
actions begun "in any forum by any
(party) as a result of the conduct of
Dr. Turban or Ms. Francis."
·
• Provide for a "letter of regret"
from Turban to Francis-Laribee.
• Bind Eastern to "reformulate" its
search and screening process in
relation to Francis-Laribee's application for a tenure-track position. A
new committee was to include an
"affirmative action" committee
member.

Apparently there was no financial arrangement included in the
settlement.
According to the Dunn report,
one of the major sources of trouble
with the agreement is that it calls
for Francis-Laribee and Turban to
withdraw current complaints
against one another and take no further action in the dispute. It also
calls on Eastern to halt investigation of the disputing claims.
Dunn states the provision may
potentially violate the civil rights of
both Francis-Laribee and Turban.
"This provision may have the
effect of precluding the (BOG)
from taking appropriate disciplinary action against Dr. Turban if
it is determined that he ... violated
the rights of (Francis-Laribee),"
Dunn's report says.
Dunn's report also alleges that
Eastern violated the agreement "in
numerous respects. It appears that
these violations were known to
some of the administration and virtually nothing was done to correct
the violations."
It was unclear Tuesday how
Eastern administrators allegedly
violated the terms of the agreement.
Rives, the report alleges, did not
consult with the BOG before formulating the agreement on behalf
of Eastern and the BOG.
Instead, "in the preparation and
execution of the settlement agreement, President Rives obtained his
legal advice from an EIU staff
member. That advice was woefully
inadequate and the resultant agree-

No-confidence vote
•From page I
make available to us, because we understand he is
working with the BOG (Board Of Governors) to get
the report released," Nordin said.
"I just think we should wait awhile because things
seem to be getting a bit out of control and what we're
doing has far reaching effects," he added.
However, before the motion for a vote of no confidence was passed, a resolution was already passed by

the senate.
The resolution, put forth by Luis Clay-Mendez, was
designed to clarify for the whole faculty at Eastern that
the climate of confrontation, in which Rives has
implied exists between himself and the leadership of
the senate, is not restricted to the leadership of the senate, but that Rives is in conflict with the entire faculty
at Eastern.
Rives has implied recently that a state of conflict
exists between himself and the leadership of the senate.

WHAT A GREAT PLACE TO
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ment has ·exposed the Board and
EIU's administration to serious liabilities."
Although a denial from Rives is
included in Dunn's report, it alleges
that Rives and other top administrators were worried about the "disastrous" implications the ordeal could
have for the university if the claims
were not settled quietly.
·
Dunn's report says that, until the
settlement agreement was formulated, "EIU's administration seems to
have been committed to the notion
that their primary goal was to keep
the circumstances secret."
Dunn's report, officially titled
"Report of Counsel to the Board of
Governors Concerning the Claims
of Janet Francis-Laribee," is dated
Jan. 11, 1991. But, according to
Eastern and BOG sources, the case
has been discussed behind closed
doors since the BOG 's Dec. 6,
1990 meeting at Northeastern
Illinois University in Chicago.
There is no BOG meeting scheduled for March and discussion of
the case did not apparently come up
in an executive session at last
week's meeting.
BOG spokeswoman Michelle
Brazell would not comment on the
investigation other than to confirm
that a complaint was filed at
Eastern and that the Illinois
Department of Human Rights had
also received a complaint.
"Because this is a matter of
pending litigation, we will not comment further on the advice of our
attorney," Brazell said.

•Frompage I
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MTV's Joyner
will perform
Wednesday

el discusses stereotypes
ic stereotypes are hurtful
strating, and a panel of
minority and international
told a crowd of about 15
ts of the various comments
veheard.
program was held Tuesday
the Triad food service.
program, entitled "Things
ay That Might Hurt Your
s," was organized by J.T.
e, a Weller Hall resident
t, to give students a chance
about the stereotypes placed
le of different ethnic backdiscussion began with a
·on concerning the main
type each panel member
to be attributed to their ethkground.
the five years Japanese panomoyo Kitazawa has been in
· a, she said she has noticed a
that all people from Japan are
y. "People ask.me, 'why are
, are you trying to buy me
"Kitazawa said.
tazawa added that she befrustrated when she does not
tand something that has been
and people immediately think

it is because she is from Japan.
Panelist Mythili Bolasnbramanian, a graduate student from India,
said she has heard both positive and
negative comments from Americans concerning her ethnic background. "I don't get offended by it,"
Bolasnbramanian said.
Mexican panelist Jose Ortiz said
he becomes offended when he
hears people stereotyping all
Mexicans as being involved in
gangs. "I feel like punching someone when I hear that," Ortiz said.
One question directed to the
panel from the audience was how
people can break down the racial
barriers between the different racial
and ethnic groups. Panelist Dwane
Carr said there remains to be frustration among the races because of
the problems in the past.
"It shouldn't be as hard for us to
take the initiative," Carr said,
adding that the barriers between the
races are diminishing.
Adnan Oman, a panelist from
Malyasia, encouraged students to
attend the international teas which
are periodically held at Eastern. He
said he hopes people will not be
afraid to ask international students
questions about their culture. "I like
to tell a lot about my country,"
Oman said.

By EVETTE PEARSON
Activities editor

THOM RAKESTRAW/Photo editor

Members of a panel discussion on ethnic relations listen to questions
from the audience concerning stereotypes. Seated from right to left
are Melvin Jackson, Lori Higgins, Tomoyo Kitazawa and Jose Ortiz.

esults of sexual assault survey will be revealed
e results of a sexual assault
y that surveyed the sexual
·ences and responses of about
0 Eastern students will be
aled at a 2:30 p.m. press
ference Wednesday in the
y room of the Martin Luther
Jr. University Union.
onducted by members of
m's Educational Psychology
Guidance department as well
e Counseling Center, the surwas completed through 50
ses during the 1989 fall
ter.
While the national survey
on the student's entire past
1 experiences, Eastern's surfocused on the student's most

The data is very solid
Charles Eberly
assistant professor, educational psychology

counselor Genie Lenihan, of
Eastern 's Counseling Center.
Students were asked to respond
to more than 100 questions and situations similar to the 1985 national
survey conducted by the National
Institutes of Mental Health.
Along with Lenihan, Charles
Eberly, an assistant professor in the
educational psychology department
and Professor Melanie Rawlins,

3

also of that department, participated
in the survey.
The information was gathered
by Betsy Masters, who was a graduate student at the time working
with the project. Eberly said the
"Task Force" project was funded by
a research graduate assistantship
award.
"The data is very solid," Eberly
said. "It was very well done." The

respondents broke down into 1,000
women and 600 men.
As well, Eberly said, some of the
information was surprising.
"There's a real gap in perception in
what women say happens in rape
occurrences than what men say
happened," he said.
He noted that the men and
women were not necessarily talking
about the same instances, though,
which could explain the differences
in responses.
The survey findings, along with
a summary of the information, has
been forwarded to Glenn Williams,
vice-president for student affairs;
and the President's Council.
Eberly said from the report about
20 recommendations also will be
presented on sexual assault situations that could arise or be applied
to Eastern.

One of MTV's premier comedians, Mario Joyner, will tell
Eastern students Wednesday
night about his life experiences
as well as presenting some other
material.
Joyner, who will perform in
conjunction with Black History
Month, will give a show at 8
p.m. Wednesday in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Joyner, host of MTV's Half
Hour Comedy Hour, will present material similar to the popular comedy show. Admission
will be $1 for students with a
Eastern ID and $3 for the public.
"He is a very funny guy and
will be great wherever he goes,"
said Cathy Enz, University
Board's Subway coordinator.
"We saw him at a National
Association of Campus Activities (NACA) conference and
we had to have him."
NACA is a conference that
showcases mainstage events,
bands and other types of entertainment for college campuses.
Joyner has appeared on The
Arsenio Hall Show, The Tonight
Show with Johnny Carson, Late
Night with David Letterman, as
well as major colleges and universities.
"He has played at many colleges and has been on the college circuit for a while," Enz
said.
Joyner has also been the
opening act for Jay Leno, the
guest-host for The Tonight
Show and Kool and the Gang, a
rhythm and blues group.
"I believe there will be a
good turnout not only because
he is a popular television face,
but because he is good," Enz
said. "Not many people know
him by name, but when you put
the face with the name, many
people said, 'Oh yeah,' I know
that guy.'"

Williams: Tuition, fee losses could be
offset by possible lower-fall enrollment
By ANN GILL
Staff writer

Feeling the effects of a rapid
decline in student enrollment,
Eastern could lose approximately
$1 million of tuition and fees but the loss in funds should be
offset by the fewer number of students the university would have
to service.
According to Glenn Williams,
Eastern 's vice president for student affairs, the projected and
early enrollment numbers for fall
1991 are estimated at 9 ,920 students - a decrease of 1, 196 students from last fall's enrollment.
To figure the monetary loss,
the '90 fall enrollment of 11,116
students is subtracted from the
estimated '91 fall enrollment of
9,920 students.
By multiplying Eastern's current Illinois-resident, lower division, undergraduate tuition and
fees rate of $1,057.10 with the
estimated enrollment decline, the
university will lose approximately
$1.2 million. That figure, howevt:\ ){){:::::::1 ••
'cfoesn ,.t incluae added costs for

er,

upper division students and graduate students.
"It's a great deal of money,"
Williams said, adding the drop in
funds should not lead to massive
cuts. "I don't see any major cuts
being made. Cuts will be made,
but nothing drastic."
Because Williams has projected a lower enrollment for Eastern,
he expects the services for the
students not to decrease, but to
coincide with the projected
enrollment.
"With fewer students to service
you can have fewer services," he
said.
Williams added that in addition
to the decline in student enrollment, Eastern was also recently
required by Gov. Jim Edgar to
provide a 1 percent payback to
the state from the university's
general revenue budget.
Williams said the payback,
which was ordered last week,
would have been more financially
sound for the university if it had
been made in August or September, when tuition funds for the
- ·u-pcoiriing semester ·are ·being -

mailed in.
"In February, the money is just
not coming in so it's harder,"
Williams said. About one-third of
Eastern's general revenue budget
comes from tuition funds.
With no signs of major cuts
being made and a definite decline
in enrollments, Williams said the
university will need to make up
for lost funds - by implementing
a tuition increase.
"The university will be raising
students tuition next fall. When
you have a lower number of student tuition and fees you have to
make up the difference someplace
else," he said.
Williams said the increase is
estimated at $80. The Illinois
Board of Higher Education recommended the 5 percent tuition
increase for Eastern in January to
offset a 7 percent faculty pay
increase.
Williams added that Eastern
remains the lowest cost Illinois
school, including tuition and fees
and housing. Housing at Eastern
costs about $1,287 per semester,
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Program delay
should prompt
•
•
campus 1nqu1ry·
Last week, Eastern President Stan Rives
rejected four. of the nine cores presented
to him for Eastern's new general education
program.
This came after he urged the implementation of the program for incoming freshman this fall. At Rives' behest, the Council
on Academic Affairs began meeting biweekly last fall and by the end, reviewed
more than 300 course proposals for the
new "integrated" general education program.
And to the CAA's credit, it met Rives'
Feb. 1 deadline and submitted its proposal
- although not a unanimously favored one
among members.
CAA members at that point seemed at
least content with what would become the
primary academic issue Eastern would
address in the coming decade. Rives' goal
for the program was to keep students from
selecting courses in a "cafeteria-style" fashion, in favor of an "integrated" style to
emphasize a broad liberal arts education.
Although several of the CAA members
who sculpted the proposal surely would
implement their own individual programs
if they had a choice, none would agree the
proposal would compromise the education
of Eastern students.
As a result, deans and department chairs
began planning their fall curricula to
include courses that would likely have
been implemented under the new program.
It seemed as if things were in place. But
then Rives last week rejected four of the
nine cores in the program, telling the CAA
the program would not be implemented
until the spring semester of 1992.
So for the CAA, it's back to the drawing ·
board.
Granted, with Gov. Edgar's recent
request for universities to cut their budgets
by 1 percent - that could have become a
factor in delaying a fall implementation.
And we all know that if the issue is so significant - it shouldn't be hurried anyway.
That's why this time, the entire academic community should be permitted to
respond to it.

True story.
George Bush and his national
security advisers were sitting
around the Oval Offlce Monday
night bylng to determine whether
Saddam Hussein's announcement
of an Iraqi pullout of Kuwait merely another "cruel hoax."
Hussein's radio announcement
had baffled U.S. hawks just a little
bit. Although Saddam said on the
radio that Iraqi troops "have com- Jeff
pleted their duty of jihad," or holy Madsen
war, he did not specify a timetable
for when his troops would exit Kuwait. Despite the
announcement and reports that thousands of Iraqi troops
were surrendering, the Allled forces still engaged in skirmishes with Iraqis Inside Kuwait. In addition, the Iraqi
ambassador hadn't even received official confirmation
from Baghdad that the announcement was a reality.
Bush and his keenest aides, meanwhile, were in the
Oval Office speculating on how they would stack their
deck. Was. Saddam calling a bluff, or did he have something else up his sleeve? Perhaps It was just a move to
get Allied troops to back off so Iraqi troops could regroup for a day and begin a furious counter attack.
Then It happened.
As Bush as his security advisers masterminded their
plan of attack, thick, black smoke began billowing Into
the Oval Office. In a matter of seconds, a fire broke out
on the ~oor near the fireplace. Surely, this could not be a
Scud attack on Washington D.C.. Those damn Soviet
Scuds couldn't even make It over the Mediterrean. Was
this a terrorist attack then? Had an Iraqi dlmbed onto the
roof of the White House and dropped a firecracker down

the chimney in attempt to scare the bejesus out of
and his top military aides? What the hell was going on?
Surely, it must at least have scared Bush and his
for at least a few seconds. After all, Iraqi analysts
always said that the worst war Saddam could ever
against us was terrorism.
Then the last thing our nation's leaders would
want to happen did happen. The national press
who reportedly have the biggest noses on the face d
earth, soon caught drift of the smell coming from
Oval Office and scampered over there, wondert
whether the President might be In a state of duress.
Like the pack of hungry wolves they are, the
corps made a mad dash for the west wing while
House aides scurried Into the Oval Office, armed wl1h
tie red fire extinguishers.
But the press corps was corralled at press
Martin Fitzwater's office as Bush and his aides walked
of the White House, a little frazzled but a little pertu
Apparently, Bush had requested that a fire be lit
ing his meeting with the national security advisers.
House aides followed up on the request all right,
they forgot to open the flue to the fireplace, causl
symbolic fire to backfire onto the floor of the Oval
It's just kind of funny how when Bush and his
could have possibly been deliberating an end to
Persian Gulf War that a simple mistake from
lowly as you or me could temporarily put the
history on hold for about 30 minutes.
Maybe that guy should have done the same
before Bush and his aides decided to attack Iraq
initial U.N. deadline had expired on Jan. 15.

- Jeff Madsen Is the editor In chief and a
columnist lbrThe Dally Eastern News.

£dltorlal

We want to abandon the
cafeteria-style list of courses.
Stan Rives
~-_. Eastern president

Your Turn
Facuity deserve
a fair vote on
choice of unions
(Editor's note: The following letter, In
a longer form, was sent to some
Eastern and Western faculty last week.
Mr. Coon, an organizer of 'The EIU
Committee for a Fair Vote," also
mailed the Jetter to The News.)

Dear editor:
As you are all too aware the level
of "Fair Share" fees allowed by the
final decision of the Illinois Educational
labor Relations Board was extremely
excessive. Compared to the services
delivered It was deceitful and almost
fraudulent. We have objected In line
with what was permitted. We have
asked for a "fair hearing" and been
denied such a hearing. When we look
at the services actually delivered and
benefits received It Is all too dear that
we are being denied our "FAIR
RIGHTS" and are being forced to have
our wages "garnished" by an all too
cooperative set of compliant employees at the Board of Governors
Chancellor's or central office level.
From Jan. 15 to March 1 of the
third or final year of an agreement
between the exclusive bargaining
agent - UPI in our case - and the
employer - the BOG Chancellor's or
central office - a window of opportunity for objectors and non-members.
Unfortunately the IELRB has not seen
fit to incorporate a fair and pleasant
way to provide us an opportunity to
voice our objections openly. They

have written into their regulations
(one of the few they_seem to want to
comply with) that we must advance a
PETITION to DECERTIFY the union
rather than just obtain a vote of confidence in their leadership.
In order to advance a petition a single individual or group can submit
such a petition. However, for It to
receive a fair hearing and fair treatment it must be supported by signed
cards from at least 30 percent of the
bargaining unit membership charging
that the union is no longer an adequate representative of their needs. If
you want to advance a chance to vote
on this issue then we need to:
1) Mail a suitable "support for decertification card" to each member of the
bargaining unit.
2) Insure that a petition is submitted
within the window.
3) Ensure that at least 30 percent of
the bargaining unit members return a
card or letter with precise wording on
it to support a petition.
4) Obtain about $500,000 in advance
funding 1-3.
If you would care to encourage
such a move to gain a right to democratic action - BE ALLOWED TO
VOlE - after 14 years without a voice,
then we need support. I believe if we
are to have a union it should:
1) Allow all bargaining unit members
to vote before a new agreement is
imposed or dues adjusted.
2) Negotiate with a taxing body - not
the BOG!
3) Include travel support at a good
level in negotiations.
4) Formulate a means of financing
research and administrative credit

units (CUs) other than
possible salary increases.
5) Make professional peer
paramount.
6) See that temporaries
instructor salary levels.
7) Assure that off-campus
paid at Instructor levels.
8) Have a faculty union
(not with unrelated un
9) Negotiate for salaries at
parable to other institu

dass.
10) Guarantee that facul
one faculty member, sit in
decide all budget all
local campus.
1 1) Be able to convince
more than 90 percent
paid-up members l7yr the
accomplishes on their
12) Begin to negotiate In
all monies are assigned
and maximums set l7yr the
Otherwise, we should
chosen and property
trators at the local
system-wide faculty
on Its record, been a
Read their record of
and lack thereof. We
VOTE our opinions.
than one-half of our
have joined the faculty
vote. They have never
to vote on working
fines of unionism. F:
vote this spring. If you
such a vote solicit o
VOTING for what is
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oup promotes awareness
use some students devote
'me to drugs than to their
s, a nationwide organizaat promotes drug abuse
ness is getting under way
tern.
e Student Action Team
ork, a group that was
ed only two years ago at
rn Michigan University,
ntly is represented by sevstudents and staff on this
us, including J.T. Silence,
d resident assistant.
AT can be described as stuworking for students, and
main thing is the cause
awareness and prevenThe students will basically
ownership of the pro," said Silence, who also
es as the group's regional
iter for the Great Lakes
Eastern Michigan Universnow one of 40 nationwide
ersities with a chapter, the
ization filled a gap for stu. That school had an active

alcohol awareness program, but
no program for drug abuse.
The members of Eastern 's
chapter hope the Student Action
Team Network eventually will
do the same here - provide
Eastern the power to fight drug
and alcohol abuses.
"It's hard to really know what
drugs do concentrate on because
unlike alcohol use, drug use is
covered up a lot more," said
Ryan Devlin, the head of the
Student Action Team Leadership.
Other members of Eastern 's
chapter include Sandy Gallion,
Eastern 's director of new student orientation and drugs,
AIDS, and alcohol information;
Debi Narske, Gallion's assistant;
and Pat Babich-Smith, Eastern's
project coordinator for grants.
In January, the group attended
an organization conference at
Eastern Michigan. Members
received information and statistics about drug use and learned
about working with other awareness groups on campus like
Boost Alcohol Consciousness
Concerning the Health of

University Students (BACCHUS), of which Eastern has a
chapter.
The Student Action Team
Network's first official meeting
will be March 7. Campus organizations will be asked to send
representatives to offer their
concerns about campus drug
use. The group will then decide
how to best recruit student volunteers.
Following that meeting, Devlin said the group will seek formal recognition as a campus
organization from the Student
Senate. Eventually, he added,
the group hopes _to establish a
peer education group to perform
informational skits at high
schools and universities and
train students for peer counseling.
Even with so many goals so
early in its existence at Eastern,
Silence said he is optimistic
about the chapter and its future
success at Eastern.
"(Because) this is my home
campus, I'd really like to see
t.hings get going," he said. "I
think it will work here."

CARL WALKNerge photo editor

Being aware
Barbara Walker, assistant professor of health studies, demonstrates the
coma method Tuesday evening, while giving a talk on drinking to a
lethal extent in the Grand Ballroom of the Union.

StlJdent Qroup offers tax help

cc

By DANA PHELPS
Staff writer

During March - the traditional
month for midterms and spring
break, - probably the furthest thing
from most students' minds are
thoughts of taxes.
.But with an April 15 tax- deadline
looming over everyone, taxes prob- ably should be given some thought.
To alleviate some of the panic that
could erupt over the filing process, a
campus organization plans to offer a
weekly tax assistance program.
Anyone who needs help completing income tax forms can
receive free assistance from the
Student Accounting Society
from 7 to 9 p.m. every
Wednesday until April 10 in
room 103 of Coleman Hall.
Charles Wooton, an associate

I invite students to come over now.
Charles Wooton
J-•to

professor of accounting and faculty adviser for the group, said
the members of the accounting
society have taken a federal tax
course which qualifies them to
assist people with basic tax
forms and to help non-English
speaking citizens and senior citizens.
Wooton said he encourages
students to take advantage of the

Open book
Textbook rental drags on
omen's Council offers
annual writing award
women's roles in foreign countries to past history of women's
roles played in World War II,"
arch is Women's History Hedges said.
The papers will be judged by a
th, and the Women's Studies
cil will kick off the celebra- committee of six people, three of
with its fifth annual writing whom will be from the Women's
Studies Council. "The papers will
d.
his is a way to help promote be judged by scholarliness, how
history and awareness of persuasive they are, and points
en," Edith Hedges, an instruc- ' which build a logical argument,"
the home economics depart- Hedges said.
The winners will receive small
!, said. "Because of the mode
w history was written, some- cash awards and a certificate of
s parts of women's history is achievement at the annual
Women's Studies Council Awards
nen."
ny student interested in com- Banquet.
"This writing contest is a
g for the award can submit
ys, scholarly papers, or sever- means of encouraging scholarly
ort works of the feminist per- activities in the students - plus
tive that have been written some recognition," Hedges said.
tions."
ng the current academic year.
All entries must be submitted
The types of controversial
s that students have written to the Women's Studies Council
ut vary anywhere from by 2 p.m. Friday.

1<

By SUZANNE OLIVER
Student government editor

The fight over the Textbook
Rental System will continue to
drag on as the committee debating the issue has pushed back its
meeting to 5 p.m. on March 5, in
the Arcola-Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The committee consists of
both Faculty Senate and the
Student Senate members. The
committee was scheduled to
meet last week; however, the
meeting was cancelled to give
members more time to consider
possible changes and revisions.
Curtiss Cline, student senate
member on the Textbook Rental
System committee, said the issue
hopefully will be resolved at its
next meeting, although the committee doesn't have a current
resolution. "We're still talking
about the the Central Missouri
Plan, but I could go for a few
more cha-nges," Cline said.
Central Missouri State University's rental plan requires stu.

\\

--~~.

dents to pay a small fee for every
core textbook required. CMS
students currently pay $13.50
per book. However, the purchase
side of the proposal would have
students purchase all supplementary texts designated by the fac- ulty.
In other senate business, Blake
Wood, senate member and chair
of the legislative committee, said
new additions for the senate's
bylaws will .be added to for the
recent revamp of the bylaws.
The student senate will hold
its regular meeting at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the ArcolaTuscola room.
Wood said the one of the
major changes in the bylaws
included changing the procedure
of resolving a tie in an executive
or senate election race.
"The bylaws currently state
that in the event of an executive
or senate election tie, senate
members would decide the race
by an interview. Instead it would
be more democratic to have a
run-off the following week,"
Wood said.

program. "I invite students to
come over now." He added that
if students wait until closer to
the April 15 deadline, they may
have to sit in line for 30-45 minutes.
Most students use the l 040
EZ form, Wooton said, adding
those attending the program
should take all · the forms they
have received with them.

Police freeze
students' files
until fines paid
The University Police
Department is in the process
of freezing the records of all
students who have overdue
parking tickets.
Sgt. Ronnie Osborne of the
University Police said unlike
previous times, the department will not send delinquency notices warning students of the consequences of
not paying the fines. "The
delinquent notices won't be
sent out by mail due to budgetary reasons," he said.
Students who fail to pay
the fines will not receive
grade notices and will be
unable to gain access to their
transcripts upon graduation.
The records will be freed as
soon as the student pays of
all fines. ,
OsborJe said the warning
letters traditionally would
prompt a flurry of students to
come in and pay the fines.
- Staff report

..
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Top economic adviser predicts mild recession
WASHINGTON (AP) - An
overwhelming majority of the
nation's top economic forecasters share the Bush administration 's expectation that the current recession will be shorter
and much less severe than the
average downturn since World
War II.
The National Association of
Business Economists survey
showed on Tuesday that 49 of
the 54 forecasters participating
in the poll, or 91 percent, believe the recession will last nine
months or less - meaning it
should be over by mid-year.
Both their length and severity
projections were just a bit less
rosy than the White House's.
The eight previous recessions
since 1945 have averaged 11

S"
months in length during which
the economy fell an average 2.5
percent. The consensus of the
NABE forecasters project the
drop in the GNP this time to be
just 1.0 percent. The poll was
conducted in the first two weeks
of February.
"Compared to historic norms,
that is a fairly short recession,"
Richard Rippe, NABE president
and chief economist for Dean
Witter Reynolds in New York,
told a news conference. "In

TONIGHT AT:

THIRSTY'S
WE'RE GIVING

terms of severity, the recession
is expected to be fairly shallow
compared to historic norms." A
.recession generally is defined as
at least two consecutive quarterly declines in the gross national
product - the nation's total output of goods and services. The
Commerce Department said the
GNP fell at an annual rate of 2. l
percent in the fourth quarter of
1990.
President Bush based his fiscal 1991 budget on assumptions
that the recession would be mild
and last just two quarters, with
economic growth resuming in
the April-June period. The
NABE forecasters were slightly
less optimistic, projecting a tiny
contraction in that quarter but
moderate growth thereafter.

JERRY'S
PIZZA &
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AWAY ANOTIIER

SPRING BREAK
TRIP

& A QUART
OF COKE

DRINK SPECIALS
ALL NIGHT

$6.90 .
Corner of
4th & Lincoln

D.].

345-2844

9am-4pm
708/932-5815or932-5816
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Stix
.

OPEN
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STIX now delivers pizza Fri., Sat., Sun., and Hol
(6-9 Fri., 2-9 Sat., Sun. & Holidays)
Pitcher of Domestic Beer or Pepsi for 99¢
with Purchase of any LARGE Pizza

Wednesday
Lunch 11-1 :30
STIX Chef Salad $1.95
Dinner 4-8
8 oz Ribeye Steak, Baked Potato & Salad $6.25
Bud Dry Pitchers $2.15
Tequila (Vera Cruz) Mixers, Sunrises & Shots $1.25
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I
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OF COKE

Get Your lrlsh Spirit Upl
5 Killian Red Longnecks (in a bucket) $5.95
Miller Lite 20 oz $1.05

Glveaways-G lveaways-Glveaways
Present this ad upon delivery for Large 1 ingredient pizza

: $5.95 :

Ed Gorman
Winner ofts. Trip!

can

Restatrant
345-STIX

PIZZA

Don't Miss Out

·
You'llEnjoy
• $6.00/Hr. PLUS Conurussions
• Hotel Discounts
• Must Be Able To Work flexible Hours
Min. .1 year work or coll~ and
typing of 25 wpm required.
Monday through Friday,

Billiard Bar

PUB

SMALL
TWO
INGREDIENT

APPLY NOW FOR SUMMER WORK

FREE Poo1
for Ladies
until 6:00 p.m.

L-------.J

"A Splash of Class"
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION-

REC SPORTS SHORTS
Office: Lantz Room 147

Telephone: 581-2821

ENTRY DEADLINES
Swim Meet (M,W) ..................................................................................TODAY
Badminton Singles (M,W) ..............................................................Thur., Mar. 7
Riflery (M,W,CR) ............................................................................... Fri., Mar. 8
Softball (M,W,CR) ........................................................................ Wed., Mar. 13
M=Men W=Women
CR=Co-Rec
.SWIM MEET
WHO: Men's and Women's Team and Individual Competition. Former intercollegiate swim team members ARE NOT eligible to compete.
WHEN: Event will be held on Thursday, Feb. 28 at ?pm in the Lantz Pool.
HOW TO ENTER: Team captains must obtain a Special Entry form at the
Rec Sports Office, Lantz 147, with a validated Student ID or Fae/Staff Rec
Card. Individuals not affiliated with a team must pre-register at the Rec
Sports Office to enter specific events.
*All contestants are limited to three events, one of which must be a relay.
LIST OF EVENTS:
100 yd. Team Medley Relay
100 yd. Free Style
100 yd. Individual Medley
200 yd. Free Style Relay
50 yd. Free Style
50 yd. Backstroke
100 yd. Backstroke
200 yd. Free Style
50 yd. Breaststroke
200 yd. Team Medley
400 yd. Free Style Relay
50 yd. Butterfly
More information is available at the Rec Sports Office.

BADMINTON SINGLES
WHO: Men's and Women's Competition
WHEN: Play begins Monday, March 11 , 1991 at 8:00pm in the Lantz
House.
HOW TO ENTER: Individuals must pre-register at the Rec Sports
a valid Student ID or Faculty/Staff Rec card. Individuals must sel
play in the Monday or Tuesday evening tournament. The winners
each nightly tournament will advance to the finals on Wednesday.
MATCH PARAMETERS: Matches consist of the best 2 out of 3 gam
points-must win by two.
Additional information is available in the Rec Sports Office, Lantz 147.
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.._.
RIFLERV
WHO: Men's and Women's Singles, Doubles, Team, and Mixed D
Competition.
WHEN: Play begins on Monday, March 11. Final Round will be held
Monday, March 18.
WHERE: Competition will be held at the Lantz Rifle Range. The
located in the east hallway that leads 10 the Field House.
HOW TO ENTER: Individuals must pre-register at the Rec Sports
a valid Student ID or Fae/Staff Rec card. Individuals must chooat
and date in which to compete.

--------------------------~M~oo~i~~~~~~~~~inbRecS~~~~.La~14
INTRAMURAL CHAMPIONS
(as of Wednesday, Feb. 20)
Pickle-Ball Singles:
Men's: Dan Beres
Wrestling (Men's competition only) :
126 lbs: Dan Algrim
134 lbs: Mike Guzy
142 lbs: John Gawel
150 lbs: Ronnie Schrader
158 lbs: Jim Young

Women's: Tammy Rees
167 lbs: Joe Penkala
177 lbs: Rocky Lewis
190 lbs: Larry Irvin
210 lbs: Dennis Lynn
Unlimited: Brandon Lovejoy

SOFTBALL OFFICIALS NEEDED!
Anyone that is interested in becoming an Intramural softball
attend a meeting on Tuesday, March 5 at 6:00pm in the Lantz
These are paid ·positions, and no experience is necessary! For
information, please contact the Rec Sports Office (581-2821 ).

Wednesday, February 27, 1991
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, cl'ff Reputl'fican·Guard
INGTON (AP) - U.S.
"If they try to go back to
ied troops deep inside Basra, the Air Force will kill
e drawing a noose them," he said. "If they go to
Saddam Hussein's the other side of the Tigris, the
d Republican Guard, bridges are down. If they try to
11ting a retreat and flee north to Baghdad, they'll
oying them in place," ' run into the U.S. Army and if
1cials said Tuesday.
they move south into Kuwait,
assault force of more they run into coalition forces
100,000 soldiers from the and the U.S. Marines." The VII
rmy's VII Corps swept Corps is composed of the
s of miles through the Army's best-equipped divit west of Kuwait in an sions, and has been bolstered
to execute Gen. Colin with more than 1,000 top-ofU's order to "cut off and the-line MlAl tanks. It has
the Guard, the heart of the joined forces with Britain's 1st
military machine, officials Annored Division to form one
of the largest tank assault
here have been tank forces ever.
The force punched into Iraq
ments with the Republiuard; in each case, the on Sunday, advancing quickly
has been a very positive to cut off Saddam's Guard, dug
for us,'' said Lt. Gen. into positions north and west of
mas Kelly, operations Kuwait just inside the border of
r for the Joint Chiefs of Iraq.
The eight divisions of the
e fighting against the 150,000-member Guard remain
"hasn't been any stiffer for the most part in bunkers,
fighting against anybody but have clashed with U.S.
,.he said.
forces in "sporadic" engagee U.S. forces are at the ments that have cost them at
hrates River, "poised to least 30 Soviet-made T-72
ent any withdrawal to tanks, said the senior official,
dad," a senior Pentagon who spoke on condition of
'al said.
anonymity.
his is it; we have them
Allied forces are bent on prekmated." Although allied venting Saddam Hussein's top
ces hadn't encircled the troops from escaping as they
d on the ground, he con- continue to be pummeled from
ed that allied air power the air, the official said.
Id prevent the Iraqis from
"The Republican Guard has
'ng refuge in the key mili- been engaged," he said. "We
'Y city of Basra, whicb is have elements that far north than Baghdad.
on the Euphrates River."
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Bush: Iraq's withdrawal is a ruse
WASHINGTON (AP)
President Bush grimly vowed to
press the war against Iraq "with
undiminished intensity" Tuesday
as the Pentagon said Saddam
Hussein's shattered army was "in
full retreat." Bush said the troops
were leaving only in hopes of
regrouping to fight again another
day.
"Saddam is not interested in
peace," Bush declared.
"He is trying to save the remnants of power and control in the
Middle East by every means possible," Bush said. "And here, too,
Sadpam Hussein will fail."
Pounded by air and ground
attacks, Saddam's forces were on
the run in occupied Kuwait and
threatened by more than 100,000
U.S. and allied troops in southern

performed any better in battle
than other units.
"The Iraqi army is in full
retreat, although there is still
fighting going on," Kelly said.
Declaring that the allies were
advancing faster than expected,
Bush proclaimed, "The liberation
of Kuwait is close at hand." After
an afternoon update on the war,
Bush said, "We are not only on
schedule, we 're ahead of schedule. No commander in chief has
ever been so proud of America's
men and women in uniform." In a
radio speech, Saddam said he had
ordered his troops to withdraw.
Bush dismissed that in a terse and
unyielding statement in the Rose
Garden, saying, "He is trying to
claim yictory in the midst of a
rout."

Iraq. A small band of U.S. and
Saudi special forces probed
Kuwait City as an allied force of
thousands waited to enter the
Kuwaiti capital.
"Tomorrow, when the suh
comes up, the question in my
mind is whether the enemy is
going to be there," Lt. Gen.
Thomas Kelly said at the
Pentagon. He said Saddam's powerful Republican Guard had not

Settling the score with Saddam
WASHINGTON (AP)
Bush thus raised the stakes in
Saddam Hussein's doomed . the Gulf War, with the approval of
attempt to keep Kuwait has sud- his closest war allies.
denly become a desperate strug"Saddam Hussein went into
gle to survive political demise and Kuwait on his terms," Vice
public humiliation.
President Dan Quayle said TuesHaving routed the Iraqi army, day, "and1now he is getting out of
President Bush now wants to set- Kuwait on our terms." Until
tle the score with Saddam him- Monday, the United States and its
self.
allies ostensibly sought only to
"He is trying to save the rem- implement the 12 United Nations
nants of power and control in the Security Council resolutions
Middle East by every means pos- aimed at forcing Iraq to give up
sible," the president said of his neighboring Kuwait, which
foe. "And here too, Saddam Saddam's forces annexed last
Hussein will fail." The president August.
insisted that Saddam himself must
The first of those resolutions,
"personally and publicly" agree No. 660, requires that Iraqi forces
to the peace terms the United withdraw "to the positions in
States and its allies set out on which they were located on Aug.
Friday.
1, 1990," the day before they

crossed the Kuwaiti border.
But White House press secretary Marlin Fitzwater made clear
Monday night that mere withdrawal would no longer be sufficient.
They must, he said, lay down
their arms and walk out
On Tuesday morning, Bush
went a step further, extending the
surrender order to troops in Iraq.
His terms were echoed by a
senior British official after an
emergency meeting of Prime
Minister John Major's War
Cabinet. Iraqi troops in the war
zone, including units of the
Republican Guards, must withdraw without their weapons, the
source said, refusing to be identified.

We
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345-2466
CHEESEBURGER, FRIES & 16 OZ. DRINK

$299
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"MY SECRETARY" Resumes,
papers . Next to Monical's 903
18th St. Open 1-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday, other times by
appointment. 345-1150
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Mini Storage available by the
month. 348-7746.
~~--------5/3
FREE Battery & electrical tests.
FREE installation. Battery
Specialists 1519 Madison Ave.
Charleston 345-Volt.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's
incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the
following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be ·
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All
Advertising
submitted to The Daily
Eastern News is subject to
approval and may be
revised, rejected, or
canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes
'necessary to omit an
advertisement.

NANNIES: Live in positions-East
Coast. Airfare, great salaries, fun
social activities. Carefully
screened families. EIU Nannies
already here. PRINCETON
NANNY, 301-N. Harrison, #416,
Princeton, NJ 08540 (217) 5815004.
ca2/6,13,20,27
We need ambitious underclassmen
to train for advertising sale
positions. Apply Daily Eastern
News.
-~~--~~--~:5/3
WANTED: DELIVERY DRIVERS.
YOUR CAR AND MY SUBS
EQUAL GREAT BUCKS. APPLY
IN PERSON AT JIMMY JOHNS.
---------~2128
Marketing, journalists, graphic
artists wanted to launch student
owned business. Tremendous
grow1h and income potential. Call
David 345-1160.
3/1
EASY WORK! E;..;CELLENT PAY!
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT
HOME .
CALL
FOR
INFORMATION 504-641-8003
EXT. 9202.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmnD
HELP WANnD
WANTED
AoomoN
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST

Photographer wanted for sorority
formal April 6th - out of town. Call
345-7448.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/5

&.. FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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CLASSIFIED

Ao FORM

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students O Yes

0 No

Dates to run ______________

Ad to read:

ADOPTION : Unique couple with
a variety of interests would love
to make contact with you. We
offer stability, a sense of humor,
and a warm family environment
plus much more . Medical and
Legal expenses paid. Contact
Mark and Sue through Adoption
Counseling Center 1-800-8524294

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY! Own room in 2
bedroom apt. Close to campus.
Call DeAnna 345-7386 or leave a
message at 345-7889.

Nice, close to campus, furnished
houses for 91-92 school year.
Two people per bedroom. 10 1/2
month lease. $165/mo. 345-3148
evenings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Now leasing 2 bedroom furnished
apartments McArthur Manor 3452231
----~-----5/3
Intercession/Summer Houses for
rent, 1 block from campus.
Summer rates. 348-5540.
=--...,...,-...,---.,.--=--,---=3/6
Rent University Drive, Two
bedroom townhouses, furnished,
near Wal-Mart. Call 345-6115
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
SUMMER APARTMENTS from
June 1st though August 1st $250
per month. Phone 348-7746
3/3
A.,.,L_L_
· -u=T-IL~1T=1E=s~P~A~ID_2_b_e__
d-room
apt. for 3 girls, close to EIU - 1O
' month lease call RENTAL
SERVICES 345-3100 between 39 pm
2/28
o"'"L'"""D'""T'""O""W"'"N""'E=M,..,.A.,,..N"""A.,..,G""'E=M""'E=N"""T still
has a few apartments left for 9192. Call 345-0LDE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3

APARTMENT RENTALS CALL
348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
SUMMER: 2 subleasers , 1
bedroom apartment, 1 block from
Old Main. Reasonable rent. Call
345-1098.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2127
3 bedroom apartment for 4
women. 1426 9th Street. $155
per person. 345-6621.
--------.,..,.,...,-5/3
Nice . clean houses. Close to
campus. Two months free- for
3,4 ,5,6 people. Call 345-2784
between 9:30 and 5 pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/1
Nice, one bedroom apartment,
very near campus, range, refrig.,
drapes provided , no pets , 2
people max. $31 Ol mo. 354-4220
or 581-6236.
--~-----.,..,.,...,-3/1
1 & 2 Bedroom Apt. Close to
campus. Available summer & fall
91-92. 345-4602.
---------~2127

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days_ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

OCash

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

Subleasor(s) needed for
$300/month. One month
345-4314.

in the

EASTERN NEWS
THURS & FRI

50 Succor
53 Subjoin
54 Some flounders
57 " Foucault's
Pendulum'·
author
58Vale
60 Fur scarf
61 Kind of boom
63 Melville book
64 Tunnel entrance
at rush hour
67 Bogie role
ea Febrero
preceder
69 Tessera
70 Munro's pen
name
71 Copa! is one
72 River in Europe

14

17
20

23
29

43

47

53
58

63

DOWN

67

70

18 Not domesticated
25 Gee-tars· kin
26 Valentine. e.g.
27 Scarab or
cameo
32 It focuses light
rays
33 Baltic-North _
Sea canal
34 Eur. land
35 Muse with a lyre
37 Arruza and
Manolete

38 Professor's
milieu
39 Urban impasse
41 Discharge
44 Toper
46 Oater group
48 Kind of stamp
SO Virgil epic
51 Yule hanger

WILL-12, 12 Life-13

P.M.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

FURNISHED 5 BEDRO
HOUSE FOR 4 PEOPLE.
BLOCKS FROM SQUARE.
MONTH LEASE. $160
PERSON. CALL 345-4226 •
FOR JEFF.

LOOK FOR
OUR PICK

1 Liquidate
2 Gunner's
enclosure
3 Tennyson 's " lily
maid"
4T.R. 's
successor
5 Chi's follower
6 F .A.A. airport
service
7 Indian prince
8 Dolphins' home
9 Fortifying
10 Pearl Mosque
site
11 Kind of picnic
12 Exalts
13 Gore and
Gramm

Under CJassification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

AFTER
4 :30
P.M.
FOR
INFORMATION
ON
THE
FOLLOWING: Furnished house.
Two blocks from EIU. Washer
Clean
and
and
Dryer.
Comfortable . Four or Five
Occupants. Five bedroom
furnished apartment. Close to
EIU. Washer and Dryer. Central
Air. Extra Nice. Four or Five
Occupants. Two bedroom
apartment. Washer and Dryer.
Two Occupants. Close to EIU.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2127
FOR RENT: 5 bedroom House for
6 or 5 persons. Fully furnished
with Central Air $120 per month
1O month lease 348-5937
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2128
Now leasing for Summer and
Fall. Furnished Apartment two
room and kitchenette. Close to
EIU. Call 348-7897
--------....,,,.,,...,-3./6
1 bedroom apartments 751 6th
Street. Some utilities. $195 - 230
p/month. 345-6621
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2126-00

FOR SUMMER 91 : NEED
PEOPLE FOR TWO B
FURNISHED APART. $
CALL KIM 348-1323.

520 N, 19th, Mattoon, IL

---------~2127

22 Ed ison's middle
name
1 Editor's
23 Actor Cariou
annotation
24 Annual event at
5 City in N Italy
frats
10 Memorable
28 Rod for Capone
comic Roscoe
29T1mefor
vacances
14 Faulkner's - - 30 Alias. to the
P.O.
Varner
31 Ice cream. in
15 Case or wel l
Pisa
preceder
33 "Eine-16 L. Frank Baum's
Nachtmus1k"
Dorothy
36 Kind of maid
17 Highway
37 Yule trio
headache
40 Night sound
19 "Non, ie ne
42 "The Untouchregrette - -":
ables" hero
Piaf
43 Farm units
20 Commonplace 45 Landlopers
47 He suits people
21 Maupassant's
" Bel- - -"
49 Pedro's uncle

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
2-3 students starting at $160
mo. ea. for 2, $135 mo. ea. lot
Call RENTAL SERVICES 3
3foO between 3-9 p.m.

p=H--o""'N..,.,E~3--45=-.,,..35"'"1..,,5-o"'"R,,...-..,.3--48~8837

For guys two bedroom furnished
house on 18th Street. Really nice
on inside. Water and garbage
included in rent. $170 each for
two. 345-4508.
---------~2127
For girls two bedroom apartment
above Hootrs. Nice furniture.
Ceiling fans. Water, garbage, and
gas included in rent. $190 each
for two. 345-4508.
---------~2127
Needed 6-8 students for 91-92
school year. 1st house on 2nd
across from Lantz Gym. 6 BR, 2
BA, 2 Kl, W.D . & garage. Call
346-2184.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca2125-28 3-1,4
For 91-92 school year. 4
bedroom, partially furnished
townhouse for girls. Call 3487635.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/1
Fall - 1 & 2 bdrm apts. for 1-3
females. Trash & water inc.
Newly furnished and carpeted. 10
mo. lease, no pets. Quiet
location. 345-5048.

ACROSS

Apt. for singl es, quiet, near
campus .
Now
or
intercession/summer only. 3453771.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/28
One and two bedroom furnished
apartments and houses. 2 or 3
students . 1O month lease.
Deposit 345-4010.
5/3

Night Court

Entmt. Tonight

Cosby Show

Unsolved

Flash

Mysteries
Night Court
Seinfeld
Hunter

Jake and the
Fatman
48 Hours

Wonder Years
Senion Hall at
Growing Pains
Connecticut
Doogie Howser
College
Anything but Lov Basketball:
Equal Justice
Clemson at
Duke
News
SportsCenter
Love Connect.
Nightline
College B-Ball
Wyom. at Hawa
Rick Dees

News
Tonight Show
Late Night

News
M*A*S*H
Current Affair
Hard Copy

Dream of Jeannie
Night Court
Murder, She
Wrote
Movie:
The Blues
Brothers
Miami Vice

Movie:
Inside Story

News
Night Court
Gibbsville

Newshour
Nova

L.A. Law

Scientific America Danger: Kids
Frontiers
At Work
Mark Russell
Tina Turner
Being served?
Movie

f9rHire

.. .......
... ' ' .
'

Honeymooners
Andy Griffith
Arsenic Hall

Ullman
Molly Dodd
Spenser:

Equalizer
Movie

Night Court
Movie: An
Officer and a
Gentleman

~
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t

~
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.
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Party Machine

NewsScan LIVE!
Disney:
Discovery Sport
Wings
Profiles
Roy Rogers Hour
Wildlife
Beyond.Tomorro Great Gildersleeve
Invention
Flash Gordon
War Chronicles Streets of
Fire Power
San Francisco
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Ladies Gold Watch found in
Coleman Hail. Please Identify to
Claim in Coleman 224.
~...,--...,.-------'"'2128
FOUND: Calculator in MAC Lab
of Newsroom. Identify to claim at
127 Buzzard Bldg.
""'""":-----:::----:--:-'5/3
0 Com Sys and mic AP
Book & 10 Blank Disks.
745. $35.
5/3
_r_c_a_r-s:-te-r-eo--:1c::5"'0_w_.att
$200 8 chrome wheels
ars $140 4 saw blades
Offer 348-1820
00
i=::5c:-O;:;-R-:N-::17N'""'J"'"A'"""'R"'"e-d7 /:-;;B::-lack
mi. Excellent condition
garaged . $2,800/0BO.

9
5/3
:R:-:-NM;-:-;:-EN;;:-;-T
:;:----;:;S:;::E-c::IZ=E D:
s from $100 . Fords
es. Corvettes . Chevys .
. Buyers Guide. 1 -805Ext. S-9997
3/19
....a-nd-:-s-a-ve_a_t--=r=-o::-:-:K-=E· N s !
clothing department on
thru 2128.
2128
l'""a:-le: c::D;:-;P:--,;G<"'"y_m_p_a_c--=6·200
sal style weight system
call 345-9662
,..,....---:-::".=--:=---::2120-00
e: 1990 Plymouth Lazer
Phone 345-4119

2120-00

i-.0,.-o-:d-ge-,-v=--a-n--=R=-e-=b-u. ilt 340
tires, new clutch, good
• $400 OBO. Jay 345-7266.
~~__,,,_,,.,....,,,.,--=-5~ ·
I Must Sell! Dirt Cheap!
size bed, microwave,
r, tables , chairs, lamps,
Leave phone number for
345-7859.

2127

"=N"'"M:-:E::-cNT::-:-H-:-::0::-:M-::E:-;S<""f:-ro_m. $1
pair). Delinquent tax
. Repossessions. Your
(1) 805-962-8000 Ext. GHcurrent repo list.
3/5
i--ot:-a-4""X'""4-=P=-.u:-:.w
- /t-::-r-uc-=k....,..box.
0 mi. $10 ,700 258-8156

=-c-=:-=---;...,-,..,..,-.,.,-:~2127
T KEYS: with Walt Disney
Key chain. If found please
1-6950 ask for Jody
2128
:-:;T,..,.tS"'r=o=-L-;;:E7N,-:-;:B'"'"l-ue
---;-H-:--'o nd a
Scooter. Taken from 1903
Please return . No questions
. Info : Cail 348-7044.
,.__ _ _ _ _~2128

alvin

and

For a HOT, WET, and WILD
ADVENTURE in the sun at
Daytona. Call Kristi 345-6317.
--------~2127
Going to DAYTONA, go with
experience. Room is filling up fast
so call Sandy or Krista at 5812533.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 3/1
Going to SOUTH PADRE, go with
experience. Room is filling up fast
so call Matt or Tom at 345-7082.
.-:--,---;...,.---;...,--...,,-,..,,--,,...,,311
Max's Munchies 345-2620
afterbars. Booking St . Patty's
Parties. Taste of Taylor next
weekend.
:::.----...,.--,-,.----,,--,~2128
For an enjoyable and affordable
trip to SOUTH PADRE call
Denise 581-8060.
.~---~~-...,.-...,.--·3/1
Honorary Order of Omega
Fundraiser at IKES February 28
at9:00.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.2127

In Case of Emergency Cail 345911+1 European Tan Spa. When
you Desperately Need A Tan!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2127
Greek Week Unity Committee
meeting 7 :00 third floor of the
Union - tonight.
,,,------,-....,..,..,--,--,,-,....,.....-,--,---,-2127
Greek Week Spirit & Activities
meeting 6:00 tonight in the
Greenup room .
:::.--_ _ __ _ __ _2127
Greek Week Booklet meeting
8:00 tonight in the Oakland
Room.
_ _ _ _ __ __ _2127
Greek Week Elections meeting
6:00 tonight on the 3rd floor of the
Union.
.,,..----.,.-,-,.,.---,-..,-,----~2127
Greek Week Money Making
meeting 6:00 tonight in the Union
Walkway.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2127
Amy and Jen - Oh Chicago - what
a city! Thanks for a great long
weekend and for your much
needed assistance . I love you
guys . Speech Path Always Stacy.

White as a Ghost? Who Ya'
Gonna Cail? EUROPEAN TAN
SPA 345-911+1 . Only the Best!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.2127

SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA (Pre-Law Fraternity) will have a regular
meeting today at 4:00 p.m. in Coleman Rm 102. All majors welcome come and check us out especially if you plan on going to Law School.
PIKES - Get ready to Blast to the
Details of MOCK-LSAT available.
past, party 50's style. Love, The
ROTC DEPARTMENT will have Current Affairs Panel on March 6,
A-Phi's.
1991 from 5:00-6:30 p.m. in Lumpkin Auditorium , Rm 122. Military
.~.,...,..-..,.-,,.=---,,----"2127
Briefing Team will conduct a public forum to discuss a wide variety of
HEY AST's Get pumped for
topics including an update on the Middle East Crisis. For more
tonight. The DELTA SIGS.
information, call 581-5944/45.
2127
s=T=u~D=-=E=N""'T=---=-so-=-=-c=1E=T"""Y,.........,FO R
PSI CHI will have a meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the Psych Lounge.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION will have a calculator
ECONOMICS speaker and
workshop tonight at 7:00 p.m . in 119 Lumpkin . Learn to do bond
meeting today, Feb. 27, 4:00, CH
valuation and capital budgeting on your Hewlets Packard Calculator.
211 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.2127
VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assistance) will give free tax h"elp tonight
from 7-9 p.m . in Rm 103 Coleman Hall. Accounting students will be
Looking for a Hot, Tan Body?
offering assistance on tali returns. Stop by and let us prepare your tax
Look no further than EUROPEAN
return for you .
TAN SPA! Cail 345-911+1.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a Social w/Sigma Nu tonight at
2127
S~E=L~L-IN~G~2~P~L~A~N"=E~T~IC~KE""'Ts to • 9:00 p.m. Meet at Chris's (1435 7th) at 8:30 p.m . or Go to Sigma Nu
House after 9:00 p.m. Call Chris if you have any questions.
Arizona for Spring break, each
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA will have an informational meeting today at
$192.00. Call Chris or Jenny 3455:45 in Blair Hall, 201. Alpha Kappa Delta is the International Sociology
6951 .
Honor Society. All sociology majors who are interested in becoming a
,,---,,...-,---,-,-------- 3./1
member should attend .
Cara Erck: Happy 19th B-Day ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS will have their weekly campus meeting
Hope you can remember the Pike
each Thursday night from 7-8 p.m. at the Wesley United Methodist
Function! Love , Tracy &
Church. Enter N.E. entrance to 2nd floor. Info: Call Jim 581 -5446.
Susanne.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS OFFICE Intramural Swim meet entry
deadline is today. For more info. call Rec Sports Office 581-2821 .
EASTERN ILLINOIS STUDENTS & COMMUNITY CONCERNED
ABOUT PEACE (E.l.S.C.C.A.P.) will have a meeting tonight at 6:00
p.m. on 2nd floor Blair Hall-Faculty Lounge. Please attend if possible.
Will be discussing Candelight Vigils, Peacefest, and fundraisers.
BACCHUS will have a meeting tonight in the Martinsville Room. New
members always welcome!
WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU will have a student led devotive
Communion Service tonight at 9 :30 at the Wesley United Methodist
Church. Everyone is welcomed to this half hour service, and invited to
share iri the Lords Supper without regard to church affiliation.
WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU will have Choose Life Bible Study
tonight at 7:00 p.m. at the Wesley Foundation. We will be studying
Acts-Galatians during this semester for 13 weeks. You are invited to
participate.
ZOOLOGY CLUB will have a meeting tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Room
201 . Steven Kohler of the Illinois Natural History Survey will be
speaking on"Competition and the Structure of Benthic Stream
Communities."
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Bible Study &
Fellowship tonight at 7:00 p.m. at the Christian Campus House. Caleb
Project will be here present missions opportunities. Call 345-6990 for
rides or more info.
DATA PROCESSING MGT. ASSOC. will have a regular meeting today
at 5:00 p.m. in LH 102.
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION ASSOCIATION will have a meeting today
at 4:30 p.m. in CH 326.
DELTA SIGMA THETA will have a bake sale today from 9:00 to 2:00 in
Coleman.
EIU RUGBY FOOTBALL CLUB will have Spring Practice today at 4:00
p.m. at the Rugby field across street from Lawson. Old players and
new players wishing to play Rugby this Spring season are invited.
PRSSA (Public Relations Student Society of America) will NOT have a
meeting today. Next meeting is March 6.
HOTLINE will be tonight at 9:00 p.m. on 3rd floor, Union. HOTLINE is
an informal meeting where students like yourself can go to present
prayer needs to God . ANYONE WELCOME , REGARDLESS OF
RELIGIOUS OR GROUP AFFILIATION!
EASTERN ILLINOIS COALITION FOR PEACE IN THE MIDDLE
EAST will have an information update today at 5:30 p.m. in Rm 219
Coleman Hall. Is the war really over? Update & analysis of events in
the Persian Gulf.

Charge it!

Homecoming
Co-Chair
Applications now available Room
201 University Union. Due March 8.
,..,..-,.---=--=------2128
Alpha Sigs: Grab a date and hike
to Ike's tonight at 9:00 p.m. for an
Actives Date Dash from the Eta
Pledge Class.
.,.-.,.--....,,.,..-~~-=---2127
Alpha Sigs: BBQ Party for the
Actives only at Greek Court 6:00
p.m. Feb. 27, 1991.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2127
Tonight at Mother's come see
GOOD QUESTION.
:::.-------=--~_.2127
For the Hottest Tan in Town Call
345-911+1 . EUROPEAN TAN
SPA. Because You Deserve The
Best!
~~----,-~~...,-~~2127
KRIS
HIMEBAUGH
Congratulations with your new
office! You 're the greatest AMom! Let's do Ike's again soon MY TREAT! Delta Zeta Love ,
Anna.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _2127
BRICE LEACH - Thanks for the
flowers ! You're a great Valentine
(a little late)! See you tonight Dani.
Annie
_ _&_
__ _ _ _ _2127

•

For your convenience,

The Daily
Eastern News

Accepts

Visa and Mastercard

BECKY ANDERSON : What are
you doing this weekend? How
does Delta Chi Formal sound in
St. Louis? Cail me, You know my
number. Kevin.
,...,...,-=-c,...,...,,=7~~,--,~-·2127
MARY KENNEDY - Way to go
DELT SWEETHEART! We are so
proud of you! Love, karen & L.P.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _.2127

for all of your
Advertising Needs

Hobbes

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus ciip
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published.
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains
conflicting information will not be run .

by Bill Watterson
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It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Dai.ly Eastern News
win run ~our
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
«!&'RE 60/NG 70 TRY 70 CATCH
UP UJI TH A OW UNIT, ANl?
HER& AFE- 7Ht GROUNO RIJt.&5:

NO Cl£5TIONS A80UTAatavs,
CA'3U4Tl&5, MO!<Al& OR..
FV31710N5.1 \
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A5K 70 '3f:t3 7H£ f lf5WCOM-
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RI/?&.

N&GAT!Vf3. . 7HE

eNtMYWaJW
UN670CATOI
f.13 WITH OUR
PANTS

·rhe 1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to sell an
items or items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced .

Name : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __
Dates to run - - --

- - - - - - --
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!X¥AJN' \\;
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Under Classification of: _ _

_

Expiration code (office use only) _

_

Person accepting ad _ __
_ __

Compositor_ _ __

No. words/Cays_·_ _ _ _ _ _~A mount due:$ _

_

_ __
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Former QB Unitas bankrupt
BALTIMORE (AP) - Former
Colts quarterback Johnny Unitas
filed for bankruptcy after the city
of Baltimore refused to repay a
portion of an outstanding loan it
had guaranteed, Unitas' attorney
said Tuesday.
Unitas, a member of the Pro
Football Hall of Fame, filed for
protection from creditors under
Chapter 11 on Friday. The filing
allows an individual or corporation to continue operating while
in bankruptcy.
Unitas did so in order to "go
through an orderly repayment of
his creditors," attorney Jim
Wooton said.
Unitas' bankruptcy petition did

not list his assets or debts, but
Wooton said, "Johnny has significant assets ... he just wants to go
repay his investors without, say,
losing his house. It was a decision
he thought about for a considerable amount of time." In 1984,
Unitas and two partners, J. Clark
Powers and John Mass, borrowed
$3.5 million to buy National
Circuits Inc., a producer of printed circuit boards for computers,
cars and telecommunications
equipment.
The business venture has struggled, and the bank has filed
attachments on Unitas' checking
and savings accounts and a lien
on their northern Baltimore

County home.
The state industrial development agency agreed to guarantee
$2 million of the $3 .5 million
loan, said Curt Matthews, a
spokesman for the state's financing programs. He said the state
may lose between $300,000 and
$400,000 because of that guarantee.
The city of Baltimore guaranteed $1.5 million of the loan, but
Wooton said the city has refused
to honor that guarantee.
"Johnny was a victim in a
sense," Wooton said. "He was
willing to do whatever he could
do. But that wasn't good enough
for the city."

Hawkeye's Earl pleads guilty
IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) - Iowa
basketball player Acie Earl, saying "what I did was wrong,"
changed his mind and pleaded
guilty Tuesday to a charge of simple assault.
The charge was filed by a 17year-old girl who earlier had said
she wanted the charge dropped.
Earl, Iowa's leading scorer and
rebounder, had pleaded innocent
to the charge in Johnson County
District Court on Monday.
Earl's attorney, Randy Larson,
filed a written plea of guilty
before District Associate Judge
John R. Sladek at about 8:45 a.m.
Tuesday.

Sladek fined Earl $50, Larson
said. If Earl had gone to trial and
had been convicted, he would
have faced a maximum penalty of
30 days in jail and a $100 fine.
Larson said the guilty plea was
"filed at Acie's request." "He just
wanted to take responsibility for
what he had done," Larson said.
"He just felt like it was wrong."
Later, Earl appeared with coach
Tom Davis to apologize to the
school, team, fans , family and
friends.
"I just felt that what .I did was
wrong and I wanted to take
responsibility for it. My friend
and I were very upset at the time.

But to hold on to her the way I
did, even for just a few seconds,
was wrong and I didn't want to
leave anybody thinking that it
could be anything but wrong,"
Earl said at Davis' regularly
scheduled news conference.
He thanked Davis and other
Iowa athletic officials, saying
they have "put me in touch with
some people that I have talked to
and will continue to talk to about
handling myself better and especially how I can learn to handle
emotional situations without scaring anybody. No one should have
to be scared of someone even for
a few minutes."

Don't Miss Out On
Any More Action!
FREE Showtime - March 1-3
FREE Movie Channel - March 4 - 8

GET CABLE TODAY

FREE Installation
March 1-8

TCI of Illinois, Inc.
726 4th St. 345-7071

286 Laptop
40 MB Hard Drive
3.5 Floppy Drive
1 MB Memory
Carrying Case
Batte[y

O~lv $~~ IS(Q)~(Q)(Q)
605 Monroe• Uptown• 345-1443
One Week Only!!
Authorized ·~YU N DA I Deale

LADIES
NIGHT
50¢ Hamburgers
40¢ Fries
$1 Domestics
$1 Rail Drinks
FREE POPCORN!

LADIES• NO COVER• 'TIL 10:30
50¢ RAIL MIXERS
50¢ Schnapps Shots

FOR EVERYONE!

~MARIO

JOYNER

Feb 27, 1991
8:00Rm

GRAND BALLROOM.
Admission $1 w/student I
$3 General Public
.!'iln6ss C'nlit1r. A Fofol Nia/IA 'h~

512 6th St

Advance ticket sales at Union Box Office

345-1556

SPRING BREAK TAN SPECIAL
15 TANS $25
2 Wolff Tan Beds, Face Tanner
with New Bulbs!
Complete Line of Bodybuilding
Supplements, Clothing & Accessories
Bring this ad in for a FREE workout

Now Leasing

PAKKPLAC
APAKTMEN
(across from the Union on 7

• l, 2 & 3 Bedroom

GET YOUR BODY IN SHAPE AT

QUALITY AUTO CONSTRUCTION
~
BODY SHOP
611 Madison• 345-3150
* Complete Body & Collision Repair
* Bxpert Refinishing
* FREE ESTIMATES
BEN HAYNES - OWNER
STATE LICENSED
20 YRS. EXPERIENCE

HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 8:00 - 5:30
SAT. 8:00 - NOON

Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A. C.
• Laundry
• Dishwashers • Balconie

Apartments also on 1
Call Anytime 348· 1
For appointment
or drop by rental office on Gr
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M-F

27, 1991
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A FRIEND YOU CARE!

PLACE A PERSONAL

):·

ROc·s,r
75¢.

in the

CLASSIFIEDS
of

The Daily Eastern News!

Mixers
Sat: The Take

•

1'AT TED'S
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"COLOR BLIND"
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Eastem's Own Rock Show
Songs by Van Halen, Ozzy, Cheap Trick, 1
IJane's Addiction, Red Hot Chili Peppers, etc. I

L1!.<l~~~~~J~~~~~~~u
tonite at

rn long jumper Nevin Govan lunges f01ward on his way to winning the Mid-Continent Conference
Saturday at Lantz Fieldhouse.

Mother's

lues get revenge on Hawks,
ke three-point lead in Norris
. LOUIS (AP) - Rookie goaltender Pat Jablonski
d in for injured Curtis Joseph and stopped a
ty shot and two breakaways as the St. Louis Blues
ted the Chicago Blackhawks 3-1 in a battle for
place in the NHL standings.
rett Hull scored his league-leading 69th goal and
Oates and Scott Stevens had two assists apiece
e Norris Division leaders won their club-record
th straight home game. Cliff Ronning and Geoff
all also scored for the Blues, who lead the NHL
85 points - two more than their total all last sea- with 16 games remaining.
rrst place in the overall standings was riding on the
ome for the second time in four days for St. Louis,
'ch beat Boston 9-2 on Saturday to take the league
irk Graham scored on a second-period deflection
Chicago, which is second overall and in the Norris
82 points. The victory came two days after the
khawks scored four times in the first 11 minutes
beat the Blues 6-2 to cut St. Louis' lead to a single
't

75ft LARGE DRAFTS
Lite & Genuine

Jablonski entered the game with an 0-3-0 career
record and 4.90 goals-against average. But he was 233-2 for Peoria of the International Hockey League
before being recalled Feb. 19 to replace injured Vincent
Riendeau and was sharp in his first action for St. Louis
since Dec. 18, 1989.
He entered the game l :57 into the first period after
Joseph injured his right knee making a save on Steve
Larmer, and was quickly tested. Stevens pulled down
Goulet on a breakaway at 3: 10, but Jablonski came
well out of the net and made a pad save on Goulet's
penalty shot to the glove side.
Jablonski also stopped Jeremy Roenick twice on
first-period breakaways.
Hull and Ronning scored power-play goals on
deflections in a span of 2:25 and Stevens and Oates
each assisted on both goals as the Blues took a 2-0 lead
in the penalty-filled opening period.
Only 10 seconds after Chicago's Steve Konroyd was
sent off for tripping, Hull got his league-leading 69th
when he charged the net and redirected Oates' pass
over Ed Belfour at 15: 18.

(} 75¢ KAMI KAZI
what else?

GOOD QUESTION!

Congratulations
1991 Mock Trial Team
Erin Allen
Jeremy Anderson
Dana Beaird
Pat Brankin
Terry Connolly
Dawn Dabagla
Suzi Dennis
Scott Humbard

ulls pound Celts, take East lead
CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago
sed Boston for first place in the
tern Conference Tuesday night
Scottie Pippen scored 13 of his
points in a 33-12 first quarter on
way to a 129-99 victory, the
Is' 10th in a row.
The Bulls won their 19th straight
Chicago Stadium. Their 40-14
ord is a half-game better than
ton's 40-15 mark and increased
eir Central Division lead over
troit to 4 1/2 games.
The 30-point loss was Boston's
orst of the season.

Pippen helped Chicago wrap up
its 24th win in 27 home games,
igniting a 21-2 first-quarter run
with a driving layup. After Boston
pulled within 12-10, Pippin had
four baskets and a free throw in an
11-0 run.
Larry Bird hit a 19-footer to
break the streak, but Chicago
scored the last 10 points of the
quarter while the Bulls' swarming
defense held Boston to 5-for-20
shooting in the opening 12 minutes.
The second quarter belonged to
Michael Jordan, who finished with

39 points, 18 in the period.
Jordan put on a highlight show,
hitting a reverse layup that made it
47-24, a turnaround over-the-head
shot for a 51-25 lead and alley-oop
slam dunk that put the Bulls ahead
53-28. He capped off his display
when he drove to the basket, did a
complete turnaround in midair and
tossed in a shot with his back to the
basket, giving the Bulls a 64-36
advantage.
The Bulls led 74-48 at halftime
as Boston went l-for-11 from the
field in the last 7: 13 of the half.

orkowski leaves
•From page 12

's fourth Panther squad last fall.
e was able to come in and perrm as well as he did, but it's
e to move on and he made the
ision that is right for him. We
uld have loved to have had him
k, but he decided otherwise."
"It's a situation where he knows
s limitations and he knows he's
t going to be an NFL football
ayer," Wittke added. "He knows
is career is going to be in the
eld of business and he has job
rtunities that he wants to pur-

"He obviously did a great job
for us last fall after Jeff was hurt.
and we really appreciated his
efforts in that way. I hope that people will remember him for those
things because he was a fine leader, he's a fine person and an outstanding quarterback."
This is the second year in a row
that a Panther signal caller has
passed up his final year of eligibility.
Last spring, Eric Arnold, who
led Eastern to the Division I-AA
playoffs, also graduated without
playing out his final year of elgibiliy.

Stuart Lanman
Ann Mullaghy
Christine Pellegrino
Bill Pinstak
Otis Smith
Rick Swanson
Heather Wieher
Dr. Peter E. Leigh

Outstanding Attorney
Jeff Redick
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Lady Panthers make the grades
By DON O'BRIEN
Staff writer

Student-athlete.
Many people tend to think of
college atheltes only as atheltes
and not as students. What they do
on the court is the only thing that
makes them a success or a failure
to most.
This leads to our society's perception of the "dumb jock." The
only thing that they hear about
their academics is if a star player
didn't get a high enough score on
his/her ACT and gets nailed by
NCAA's Proposition 48, academic
requirements for incoming freshmen stating they must carry a 2.0
GPA in core classes in high school
and score a minimum of 18 on the
ACT.
The Eastern Lady Panther basketball team defies all of these
streotypes. All it takes is a quick
glance through their press guide to
know that coach Barb Hilke and
her program mean business when
it comes to her team's work in the
classroom.
The press guide contains lists of
Lady Panthers who have made the
Gateway Conference academic
honor roll, academic references in
the players biographies, and a
whole page on what former Lady
Panthers are doing since obtaining
their degrees.·
"We are very selective in our
recruiting process," said Hilke, the
winningest coach in women's basketball history at Eastern. "We
recruit academically-oriented indivictuals. It makes our lives as
coaches a lot easier because they
are great students and go to their
classes and success (in the classroom) begets success (on . the
courtj."

think the grades are important and
it means a lot to me that they
would even consider me for this
award."
The five-player GTE team was
selected by sports information
directors within the states of
Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota and
Wisconsin and the provinces of
Ontario and Manitoba. In order to
be eligible, a student-athelete must
be a starter or important reserve
with a minimum GPA of 3.2.
Roller, a regular at the guard
spot in Eastem's starting lineup, is
third on the team, averaging 13.5
points per game and leads the
Lady Panthers in assists and steals.
"She blows them out of the
water as far as the requirements go
with her major playing time and
Tracy Roller
scoring, rebounds, and assists,"
The current squad is doing its Hilke said. "It's an area-wide thing
part to keep up the tradition that and no one from the Big 10 was
has been built. Over half of this named. It kind of amuses me when
year's team has been on the I hear about how academic they
Gateway academic honor roll at want to be at the Big 10. Yet our
least once. In order for a player to kids are consistently coming out as
be eligible for the honor roll she GTE All-Americans."
must carry at least a 3.2 average
Roller isn't the only Lady
for the previous semster of course Panther to be named to the
work.
Gateway honor roll for every
Recently, junior guard Tracy semester she has been here. Senior
Roller was named to the GTE reserve guard Kelly Powell has
District V academic team for the been named for seven straight
·second consecutive· year. Roller, a semesters. She carries a perfect
· native of Bloomington, Indiana, 4.00 GPA and plans to attend medcarries a cumulative 3.62 GPA in ical school after graduation.
zoology and has made the Sophomore reserve forward
Gateway honor roll all five Michele Rogiers has been named
semesters she has been at Eastern.
in each of her three semesters here.
"It (the award) means a lot to
Other Lady Panthers that have
me," Roller said. "I think it's been recongnized for their acaimportant to have both academics demic excellence are senior startand athletics. Everybody knows it ing forward Beverly Williams,
is supposed to be the 'dumb jock.' three times, sophomore starting
Especially in women's basketball guard Karen McCaa and senior
there aren't a whole lot of opportu- reserve forward Cathy Williams
nies in basketball after college. I one time each.

KATHIE ROBERTSON/Staff pho
Eastern senior center Stacy Frierdich puts up a shot in a gamt
this season at Lantz Gym.

"In some cases you have too
many options to run through," said
Hilke, in reference to coaching all
of her smart players during a
game. "Sometimes it doesn't pay
to be smart because you can get
into a position where you outthink yourself."

The next step for Roll
appearance on the natio
for the GTE Academ'
America team that
announced March 11.
Eastern takes the court
Southwest
Thursday.

·Borkowski decides to forgo final year of eligibil.
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Associate sports editor

Lee Borkowski, who started at
quarterback for Eastern 's final
five games last fall, has decided
to forgo his final year of eligibility.
Borkowski, a 6-foot senior
from Conant High School who
originally was going to return to
the Panthers. next fall, said that
he decided against it because of
financial and career reasons.
"When I decided to come
back, I was coming back to further my education, for one," said
Borkowski, who resides in Elk
Grove. "I wanted to play football
- don't get me wrong - but I
thought that I would get a fifth
year of my schooling paid for
with my scholarship.''
Borkowski, who is graduating
with a bachelor's degree in marketing in May and plans to go on
;ro·earn his master's, explained
that when he talked with head
coach Bob Spoo, Spoo offered
him a scholarship for his first
·semester, but nothing more.
"Just because of certain
· ·;things, financially, it would just
be better for me now to get a job
instead of me wasting a whole
.. semester here," Borkowski said.
"I might get my master's, but I
might go somewhere else," he

first six games behind freshman
starter Jeff Thorne last season,
jumped into the starting lineup
after Thome injured his ankle.
In Eastern 's last five games,
Borkowski led his teammates to
a 3-2 record, completing 74 of
127 passes (58 percent) with five
touchdowns and six interceptions.
He averaged 187.8 yards passing per game, with his best performance coming against
Western Kentucky, when he
threw for 278 yards on l 8-of-27
passing and a TD.
"There's no question that
we 're disappointed and we 're
going to miss him," Eastern
offensive coordinator Roy Wittke
said. "I certainly don't want to
see him go. It was a decision that
he made for reasons that I think
were best for he and his family."
Now, though, Eastern is left
with only one experienced quarterback, Thorne, who sat out the
final six games but is expected to
return to the starting position.
Lee Borkowski
Redshirt freshman Brian Kelly
said. "I want to apply for a (grad- will back up Thorne, while Joe
uate assistant) in the marketing Hamilton will walk-on this
department. I'm not totally posi- spring.
tive. on what I'm going to do. If
"It's a blow to us," Wittke
worse comes to worse, I'll eet a said. "It certainly weakens us at
job, which isn't bad.''
that position. Of course we feel
Borkowski, who saw limited real good about Jeff and we feel
playing time in the Panthers' real good about Brian Kelly, but

anytime you lose an individual
like Lee, who's been a starter for
you, and not only that but would
have been a fifth-year starter, and
I think the things that he added
to our squad in that way - his
leadership capabilities, his personality.
"He was well-respected and
well-liked by his teammates.
Anytime you lose a person like
that it hurts. We can't let it affect
us and we have to go on. People
like Brian Kelly are going to
have to step forward and pick up
the slack. There's no question
that I'm disappointed that he
made the decision not to come
back for his fifth year, but I can
understand it, because he has
some opportunities."
Borkowski said that if he
would have returned, he was
hoping to return to the starting
slot. ·
"I thought my shot (at starting) was all right," Borkowski
said. "It wasn't spectacular. They
liked Jeff Thorne. They have
their minds set in one way, and
that was a deciding factor, too. If
they told me, 'Lee, you're going
to be No. 1 next year for sure,' I
would have been back no matter
what.
"But they didn't tell me that.
They said 'Jeff's going to be our
No. 1 guy and you're going to

have to beat him out.' E

no regrets about co
Eastern, and that he w'
some things about the g
"This year definitely
far, the most exciting y
had here," he _said. "I'
playing, I'll miss th
games, I'll miss travel"
the team and all of m
mates. I won't miss w·
ditioning and I won't
mented workouts, bu
good and bad points to i
He also said that he
with the way Spoo an
treated him while he w
his decision.
"I think we really le
terms," Borkowski
wasn't an argument
where I just quit. There
of thinking involved.
"Me and coach S
and coach Wittke ta
time before I made ·
and they were really
it, and I feel really g
I'm glad that I left that
Both Spoo and
that Borkowski will
"He did a lot for us
one," said Spoo, w

